Chronologie de la crise de la construction illégale au Liban – avril 2011 (d'après une requête dans le Daily Star)

1. **Illegal construction persists as crackdown delayed**  
Mohammed Zaatari | April 29, 2011 01:36 AM  
Despite the go-ahead from Hezbollah and Amal officials, army units and the Internal Security Forces failed to carry out a crackdown Thursday on illegal construction in the southern district of Zahra.

2. **National Bloc slams Berri for ‘there is no state’ remark**  
April 29, 2011 01:09 AM  
The National Bloc lashed out at Speaker Nabih Berri Thursday for reportedly saying “there is no state.”

3. **Tripoli MP warns illegal construction hurts economy**  
April 28, 2011 01:53 AM  
Future Movement MP Samir Jisr condemned Wednesday illegal constructions on private and public properties in south Lebanon and Beirut’s southern suburbs.

4. **Lebanon’s real ills**  
Daily Star Editorial | April 28, 2011 01:51 AM  
Lebanon is accustomed to life on the edge. Recent political standoffs and increasingly feisty rhetoric has left the country in a somewhat familiar place.

5. **Baroud delays Tyre visit for construction dismantling**  
April 27, 2011 01:32 AM  
Illegal construction in south Lebanon and Beirut’s southern suburb of Dahiyeh slowed down Tuesday, as caretaker Interior Minister Ziyad Baroud postponed a scheduled visit to Tyre to inspect police efforts to dismantle buildings constructed illegally on public land.

6. **Lebanon in limbo**  
Daily Star Editorial | April 27, 2011 01:28 AM  
Three months have passed since Najib Mikati was asked to form a new government. In this time, the Lebanese public has witnessed a seemingly endless saga of staking out positions, foot-dragging, and cryptic statements about the latest “progress.”

7. **Lebanese economy taking a beating**  
Dana Khraiche | April 26, 2011 12:51 PM  
Lebanon’s economy is taking a beating from both domestic and regional instability, analysts say, as growth is slowed by high inflation, a sharp fall in tourist numbers and a freeze in decision-making at government level.

8. **Illegal construction flourishes despite crackdown**  
Wassim Mroueh | April 26, 2011 12:46 AM  
Despite a crackdown by authorities, illegal construction continues in the Beirut southern suburb of Ouzai, where residents are building at night to avoid being spotted by Internal Security Forces patrols.

9. **Hezbollah: Campaign targets new majority**  
April 25, 2011 01:31 PM  
A Hezbollah MP said Monday that the issue of “illegal violations” in Lebanon was part of a campaign aimed at weakening the new parliamentary majority and portraying it as incapable of dealing with social, security and economic crises in the country.
10. **Tyre calm again but illegal construction persists**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 23, 2011 12:11 AM
Illegal construction continued in Tyre Friday, one day after two civilians were killed during clashes with police carrying out orders to remove unauthorized structures.

11. **Hadatha residents block road to protest killing**
April 22, 2011 02:32 PM
Residents of Hadatha in south Lebanon blocked the main road to their village Friday in protest over the death of one of their own in a crackdown on illegal constructions Thursday.

12. **Illegal construction takes bloody turn**
Mohammad Zaatari | April 22, 2011 02:00 AM
Authorities vowed to persist with a clampdown on illegal construction, after two civilians were killed in Tyre Thursday during clashes with police who were carrying out orders to remove unauthorized structures.

13. **Officials vow to push ahead with crackdown**
Hussein Dakroub | April 22, 2011 02:00 AM
Caretaker Interior Minister Ziyad Baroud vowed Thursday to forge ahead with a crackdown on illegal construction works in southern Lebanon and Beirut’s southern suburbs come what may, saying that the state’s prestige was a stake.

14. **Building respect**
April 22, 2011 01:30 AM
The violence that erupted in South Lebanon Thursday was not about Israel. It was not about angry citizens demanding the toppling of the regime.

15. **Two killed in clash over illegal construction in Tyre**
April 21, 2011 10:00 AM
Two civilians were shot dead and two others were wounded Thursday when police opened fire to disperse residents in Tyre attempting to block security forces from carrying out a crackdown on illegal construction in the southern city.

16. **Security forces get stung while carrying out duty**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 21, 2011 12:33 AM
Four members of the Internal Security Forces were stung by bees Wednesday while trying to halt illegal construction activity in the south.

17. **Baroud vows to crackdown on illegal construction**
Dana Khraiche | April 19, 2011 06:20 PM
In recent weeks, south Lebanon and neighborhoods in the Beirut southern suburbs have been witnessing a rise in the rate of illegal construction work.

18. **Prosecutor charges groups for illegal construction**
April 19, 2011 12:17 AM
Military Prosecutor Saqr Saqr filed charges Monday against two groups for trying to stop security authorities from preventing illegal construction in the south.

19. **Rate of illegal construction in south is dropping: Ayoubi**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 18, 2011 07:54 AM
Rates of illegal construction in south Lebanon dropped, a top security official told The Daily Star, while Future Movement, Hezbollah and Amal Movement traded accusations over the illegal activities.

20. **Illegal construction continues amid crackdown**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 15, 2011 12:00 AM
Illegal construction activities are proceeding at a feverish pace throughout areas of the south, as the authorities struggle to put an end to the mounting problem.

21. **Residents angry over steps to halt illegal building**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 14, 2011 12:00 AM
Angry residents blocked roads in Beirut and the south Wednesday to protest a crackdown on illegal construction on public property, while Speaker Nabih Berri blamed concerned security authorities for inaction.

22. **24 detained in crackdown on illegal construction**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 09, 2011 12:00 AM
Twenty-four people were detained Friday on charges of illegal construction works on public property on the coast from Sidon to Tyre, security sources told The Daily Star.

23. **South Lebanon gets tough on illegal construction on public property**
Mohammed Zaatari | April 07, 2011 12:00 AM
A government crackdown will continue on construction violations on public property, particularly those on the coast stretching from Sidon to Tyre, the South Lebanon Security Council said Wednesday.